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• Among few global players present in high-value CNS segment research
• Built strong intellectual capabilities in CNS segment since 2005 (CNS second-largest 

and fastest-growing 
segment) 
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*as of today, formulations is a small component; Future Growth driver. Mgmt. 
expects formulations to be 1/3rd of the PAT pie in 2-3 years.
NCE stands for New Chemical Entity
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These 4 molecules – wont have continuous demand round the year. Its campaign
based production. They might come now and they might come back for another 
batch for another 18 months. These depend on the end product sales and velocity.
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Difference between a NCE molecule for humans vs AgroChem - This also takes the 
same time as the commercial, molecule for the human health in the same range. We 
have supplied some small quantities for validation and all the stuff, now is the first 
time commercial they have launched the products. So, this is an intermediate only. Is 
not the final product and the volume is unlike the other molecule, it will not be in 
100’s of crore it will be mainly $7-$8 million per year. 
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#Profit share can be anywhere ranging from 35% to 50:50 depending on the nature of 
the molecule and difficulty to develop the molecule
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• Above notes are from Q4 FY19 & Q1FY20
• Invested 35 million USD for a 25% stake in a company that was in bankrupt 

proceedings. 3 years ago when it was profitable it had $360 Million in revenue and 
$50 in Operating earnings.

• As per Q4FY20, they have started reporting profits, but the #’s were not disclosed 
as they are privately held & only the minority share portion was reported on Suven
Pharma’s consolidated statements.
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#Concentration keeps changing because today’s number one customer maybe 
tomorrow’s #10 customer because of the product mix as the volume of the business 
that takes off, one product is giving commercial he may not be there but next year no 
commercial for six months, then he will not be the #1. So, all in all, about ten 
customers will give us the 90% of the business, which will keep changing between 
them.
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